
 
 

ALL TEAMS REVIEW - 2017 SEASON 
 

U8-U9, U10  
U11A, U11B, U12, U13A, U13B 

U14, U15, U17  
U19, U21  

1st XI, 2nd XI, 3rd XI 
  
U8 Softball 
 
Following on from a very encouraging winter programme, by the start of summer we had a group of at 
least 15 boys and girls (all U8) playing softball cricket at a promising level. 
  
The training objective with the larger group was focused largely on fielding, problem solving and 
decision-making skills rather than specific, technical cricket skills. The early part of the summer saw our 
softballers enter the Borough U9 series, over five Sunday mornings, with 10 matches played. Our U8 
group all managed game time in these matches and, whilst winning was not the objective, the kids clearly 
enjoyed winning 8 of 10 matches.  
 
However, most importantly and hugely encouragingly for the future, the group all showed fantastic fielding 
skills (ability and attitude), and their ability to understand the game and make decisions themselves 
appeared hugely advanced compared to all opposition they played.  
 
Team Manager, Doug Steward: 
 
At all times, the group showed an amazingly mature attitude and passion for cricket, way beyond their 
years. It will be fascinating to watch the progress of this group over the coming years as they all, 
collectively and individually, have huge potential. They are blessed to have a wonderfully respectful and 
supportive parent group. Thank you all. 
 
U10A 
League Finish: 3rd 
 
The 10A’s had a promising introduction to competitive hardball cricket. They finished mid-table in division 
one of the North Area League, dropping only two games over the course of the season. 
 
These players are a testament to the hard work of the Sunday coaching team. The boys in this team will 
filter up and form the bedrock of the Colts section in years to come. 
 



Team Manager, Kevan David-Joseph: 
 
“It was a pleasure seeing the boys develop and start to learn the ins and outs of the game. They bring a 
passion and willingness to learn that is refreshing.” 
 
U11A 
League Finish: 1st  
+ County Champions 
  
A truly brilliant season concluded with the Middlesex North Area champions raising the Middlesex U11 
County Title—Harrow’s first in nine years. 
  
Harrow won the Middlesex North Area League Division 1 - ultimately a two-horse race against Eastcote. 
They posted a number of crushing victories, most memorably against HSM, which included a 177 run 
partnership between two of the batting stalwarts of the side Pansilu Wijesinghe & captain Aryan Bist. 
Along with Avi Patel and Dylan Rawal, they consistently scored the runs needed throughout the season. 
  
Other players also stood up when it counted most, as shown in the County Final win over Stanmore 
where the assured batting of Rahul Pandita helped the team reach a competitive total, and then fine 
spells from Anish Bhanderi & Suleiman Malhi finished the job, as they did many times during the season. 
The fielding was another highlight as even players that didn’t get as many chances with bat and ball also 
contributed to ensure that it was a real team effort to win the league and county titles. 
  
Team Manager, James Han: 
  
"Through all the success achieved with both the North Area Division 1 title and now the county title, the 
boys have shown that they are a special group. I'm extremely proud of their commitment and willingness 
to learn, but most importantly how they have spent this season playing with smiles on their faces! On 
behalf of all the coaches that have trained this group over the past couple of seasons we would like to say 
they have been pleasure to coach!" 
  
U11B 
League Finish: 3rd 
 
The 11B’s ended a promising season with a number of encouraging performances. They learnt a lot 
about how to approach cricket matches over the course of the season, and improved week in week out.  
  
Most importantly, every player contributed—everyone bowled two overs a game and had the opportunity 
to make a difference with both bat and ball. A number of the younger players from this side will make fine 
additions to the 11A team in the coming season(s). 
 
Team Manager,  Ziko Smith: 
  
“There is a lot of talent in this group. They must continue playing with joy, self-belief, and an attitude of 
teamwork. If the boys learn to enjoy their success, and the success of their teammates, they will achieve 
fantastic things in cricket.” 
  
 



U12 
League Finish: 2nd 
 
The Under 12’s finished the season as runners up in North Area Division 1; tied on points at the top of the 
table, they missed out on the title by virtue of the head-to-head result against Stanmore. A disappointing 
loss in that final game of the season put the title out of reach. 
  
The boys’ cricketing nous improved throughout the season, exemplified by captain Arjun Rajkumar’s 
assured captaincy. 
  
The overall standard of opposition U12 teams this season wasn’t very strong. Apart from Harrow and 
Stanmore all the other teams fielded weakened sides in this age group. It meant that we aimed to give as 
many players as possible opportunities to perform, and the games lacked the cutting edge and 
competitiveness that was evident in the U11 and U13 Leagues. 
  
Team Manager, Kevan David Joseph: 
  
“The boys enjoyed a successful season with a number of excellent performances. They were not always 
as clinical as they could be, and that was ultimately the difference between the winners spot and the 
runners-up position in the final game of the League season.  
 
U13A 
League Finish: 1st 
  
The 13A’s won one of the toughest of all colts leagues to win, North Area U13 Division 1. It certainly 
wasn’t plain sailing. The start of the season was similar to the previous season where they finished 
bottom of the league, playing like a group of individuals and not as a team. Gradually over the course of 
the season, these boys really began to play together, proving that there was a steely character and 
growing understanding of the game to go with their cricketing skills.  
The game’s away to Eastcote and HSM typified what this team is all about. Winning both games from 
seemingly losing situations. Our combined willpower and resolve getting us over the line in both case. 
  
Kavidu Fernando had his first experience of captaincy and grew in confidence week in, week out. Nathan 
Fernandes broke the colts runs scoring record at HCC, scoring over 1000 runs, including four centuries. It 
would be easy to wax lyrical about his amazing batting, but what really stood out, even more than his 
performances was his attitude. Model example’s (both player and father) on how to conduct oneself both 
on and off the field. Syan Bulathsinhala and Niam Bhattacharya also chipped in with crucial runs on 
different occasions. 
 
This season the bowling attack was more of a unit than ever before. We did not rely on just one or two 
individuals, however, a quick mention for Ekansh Mishra and Arjun Kapur who between them were the 
biggest bowling surprises of the season. 
  
Harrow lost to Richmond in a nail-biting tie on wickets hand in the County Cup semi-final. It was a 
heartbreaking loss, where our fielding letting us down, though a performance which in other areas 
underlined many of the positive qualities of this team. It was nevertheless an outstanding season. 
  
 



Team Manager, Suk Bhupal: 
 
“A big season in terms of development. They became a real team during the vital league games against 
Eastcote & HSM. By the end of August six players in this team had played some form of competitive adult 
cricket - this is the most number of U13’s we have had playing adult cricket. As coaches we’ve known 
some of these boys since they were 7 or 8 years old. Watching them grow on so many levels has been 
the highlight of this season for everyone associated with U13 cricket, past and present, at Harrow CC.” 
 
U13B 
League Finish: 2nd 
 
The 13B’s provided opportunities for a number of budding cricketers who wouldn’t have had these 
opportunities in 13A cricket. 
 
The boys played with passion and competitive attitude that few 13 year olds possess. Two performance 
stood out this season, both against Ruislip: Anujan Sribavananthan decimated Ruislip’s bowling attack to 
hit 62 runs with authority and style. In the same game Hamzah Ijaz recorded astonishing figures of 7-1. 
Curtly Ambrose and Stuart Broad would both be proud of that performance! Aryan Patel also showed 
himself to be a batsman of potential. 
 
These boys must continue to work hard at their cricket. They have raw talent that will develop in 
surprising and valuable ways over the next few years. The adage is that sports teams are only as strong 
as their second teams, and the 13B’s testified to that statement with the type of cricket they played this 
year. 
 
Team Manager, Sachin Patel: 
 
“This year was good for the 13B’s as everyone showed their potential and gelled well as a team. It was a 
shame that a few games were cancelled due to inclement weather, as we wanted the boys to maximize 
their game time. 
  
Overall it was a promising year with some excellent individual performances and wins to our name.” 
 
U14 
League Finish: 2nd 
  
The Under 14s were another Harrow team that had to settle for league runners-up - 12 points behind 
Stanmore. A slow start to the season hampered their efforts, although the team produced a number of 
encouraging performances.  
 
Their batting was consistent throughout the season, led by captain Niam Bhattacharya, Nathan 
Fernandes and Krish Nanavati at the top of the order - the team often got off to flying starts and Syan 
Bulathsinhala also kept the run rate ticking over. 
  
The team, however, could be profligate in their bowling - evidenced by a season-altering 23-run-loss 
against Uxbridge and a 2 wicket loss against Ickenham. Ekansh Mishra and Savraj Ghariwal both stood 
out with the ball and are bright prospects for the future.  



The team had an excellent attitude throughout the season, and will strengthen next year as a number of 
the under-13’s go up an age-group. 
 
Team Manager, Carl Clarke: 
 
Under 14 cricket is a relatively new age category in Middlesex Colts cricket and we are still finding our 
way in how to approach it. It sometimes lacks the cutting edge that you find in the traditional age group 
category’s of U11, U13, U15, U17, primarily due to a lack of competitive fixtures and consistent 
availability. Nevertheless the boys that did play showed the right attitude, and especially those that 
wouldn’t have got a chance to play U15 cricket will have benefitted from these matches. 
 
U15 
League Finish: 3rd 
 
Harrow finished third in Division 1 of the North Area League, hampered by absent players in the midst of 
exam season. The only team that beat a full-strength Harrow team were the deserving champions 
Eastcote C.C. 
  
That is not to say the season was unsuccessful - the Under 15s boast some of the most talented, 
level-headed, self-motivated boys in the club, and all of the MCA North Area League. The strength and 
quality of the side is reflected in the number of players contributing to adult teams. 
  
Harrow still managed to reach the MCA North Area Cup Final - losing to Eastcote - but unfortunately 
crumbled against Osterley in the quarterfinals of the County tournament. 
  
It must be emphasized that this team demonstrates qualities of the club at its best--their togetherness and 
development; the organization and self-motivation of the boys; the joy with which they play the game. 
Their futures are bright both on and off the field. 
  
Team Manager, Anil Karia: 
  
“This team is full of talented individuals who don’t [always] realise all their potential. We have so many 
bases covered in terms of our bowling – it is the most complete balanced attack. We can definitely be 
better in the field and disciplined in the batting. This team has been a joy to coach over the past three 
years and during this winter we need to nurture them all so as they can be polished cricketers who will 
contribute to our adult teams for many years to come - the more experienced players in this team already 
play in our 1st, 2nd & 3rd XI adult teams and are making a telling difference with their contributions – this 
is something that pleases me most as a coach.”  
 
U17 
League Finish: 2nd 
  
The U17’s won every game comfortably this season and finished tied first in Division 2 Middlesex North 
Area.  With the title decider against Lohana washed out, the title was awarded to Lohana on a “runs 
scored per wickets lost” calculation.  
 
Arunan Sunthareswaran led the team exceptionally; his field positioning and understanding of game 
situations belied his 17 years of age. The players, however, made his job easier—there were a number of 



key contributions: Sadam Zabith’s batting and bowling were match-winning; Musa Ali dominated run 
chases; Ashir Rifat opened the bowling with pace and accuracy. 
  
The team reached the Plate semi-final of the T20 competition too and will have the confidence and skill to 
win it next season. 
  
Team Manager, Coach Ziko Smith:  
 
“I cannot say enough about this team - they all turned up ready to play and made my life very easy as a 
coach. I hope they develop a confidence to match their current talent and work ethic; when they do that 
the sky's the limit. 
  
Their collective attitude is unparalleled in all of the teams that I have coached, and I am excited to see 
their progress as adult cricketers.” 
 
U19 
League Finish: 3rd 
 
The U19 team took part in the Natwest U19 Club T20 competition this year. Played with coloured clothing 
and pink balls, it is the T20 equivalent of the MDL, with all the big hitting, fancy deliveries, and fast-paced 
action expected of the shortest format of the game. 
 
The U19 performed admirably, and progressed to the shield semi-final. They put together a string of solid 
batting performances with aggressive performances from Sadam Zabith, Arunan Suntharesawaran, 
Amarvir Singh, Sarin Bulathsinhala with the bat, and controlled bowling from Shanil Karunaratne at the 
top of the innings. 
 
Unfortunately, the U19’s bowling fell apart in the semi-final, as they bowled a number of four balls against 
an enterprising Osterley side who chased down Harrow’s competitive total. Osterley went on to destroy 
Ealing in the final, leaving Harrow somewhat despondent at a missed opportunity. 
 
The talent is evident in this age group. As they grow in confidence, and start consistently marrying 
excellent batting with disciplined bowling, they will be able to win the competition in the near future. 
 
Team Manager, Dan Steward: 
 
A learning season for a very talented group. Apart from captain Sarin, who led the side excellently 
throughout, and Amarvir who was also U19 this season, this was a very young team which fielded mostly 
U15-U17 players. They acquitted themselves well and hopefully got a glimpse of the standard required to 
be successful at this level in one or two seasons time. 
 
U21 - MDL 
League Finish: 7 
 
The U21 season was a win-less, character-building affair for a young team; the side did not make it out of 
the toughest group of the tournament. The batting never gelled--the opening game against Ickenham saw 
poor shot selection doom a promising start to the innings, and the season--and the team never posted a 
total above 171. Fateh Singh, however, was a bright spot at the top of the order--he took responsibility 



with a gutsy 81 against Stanmore - and he constantly cajoled and encouraged the team to push through 
disappointing performances. 
 
Fateh’s spirit permeated through the rest of the team, as they appropriated his never-say-die attitude 
even in the face of successive defeats. This was reflected in energetic, tidy fielding performances and 
aggressive, accurate bowling. Ashir Rifat was a revelation as an opening bowler, and Aakash Multani tied 
down every batsman he faced--he even held the otherwise-indomitable Steven Reingold from Stanmore 
in check. The fielding was also an encouraging area. The team took their chances - Wicket-keeper 
Arunan Sunthareswaran, Myles Bryan, Sadam Zabith, and Amarvir Singh all stood out as leaders in the 
field. 
 
Team Manager, Alan Smith 
 
“The U21 will hope to reverse their fortunes next season. As this team matures and develops their batting 
skill in particular, I am sure they will give a better account of themselves next year.” 
 
1st XI 
League Finish: 2nd 
 
A season of missed opportunities mixed in with some brilliant individual performances. Whilst it would be 
churlish to be over critical of a team that finished runners up in the league, it was nevertheless a 
chastening experience to lose twice to the team that did eventually and deservedly did win the the league 
by a massive 32 point margin. Our start to the season was poor, only picking up 1 point in the first three 
matches meant we had to play catch up from the beginning.  
 
Ronald Ettienne led the way with both bat and ball this season, scoring over 700 league runs with four 
centuries, and taking 37 league wickets. Scoring centuries in run chases is always the mark of the best 
players and his batting in the run chases at SKLP, Kenton and Edmonton in particular showed the desire 
to get the job done for his team. Sachin Patel broke the individual highest score record for the club 
making 228 not out, with the team posting 438-3, another record, both against Edmonton. Ultimately it 
was a meaningless game, in the big games we didn’t perform. Overall we lacked the mental toughness to 
mount a serious challenge on the league title and promotion back into the county league.  
 
1st XI Captain Dan Steward: 
 
A season of both positives and negatives. From an outside perspective it would appear a very successful 
season for possibly the youngest team in the league. However anyone involved will know that promotion 
was there for the taking. Nonetheless I cannot fault the attitude or commitment of the players during what 
was easily the most enjoyable season of cricket I have played. Lots of home grown players and a 
fantastic bunch of cricketers on the field but also as individuals off it. 
 
2nd XI 
League Finish: 4th 
 
It was a surprising year on many fronts for the 2nd XI. A season that started with fairly low expectations 
turned into one of great promise culminating in a 4th place finish in the league. We won our first three 
games, lost our next seven and then won  five out of our last eight games ! It was a very strange season. 



One thing is clear, we excel in the 45 overs per side format that is played at the start and end of the 
season, but struggle badly in the timed matches that are played in the middle of the season.  
 
The batting relied heavily on David Morris and James Han who between them scored over half of the 
team runs this season. The bowling was led by Nouman Yadgari who finished with 32 league wickets and 
a number of match winning spells, ably back up by Amarvir Singh and Rachit Aggarwal. This team 
featured a number of our U15-U17 colts this season and in the 45 over games in particular they all 
performed very well. 
 
2nd XI Captain Kevan David Joseph: 
 
“One of our best 2nd XI seasons for a few years. If we can improve our timed format game, in particular 
learn how to bat long, even how to draw games when batting second on occasion, and improve our 
wicket taking capability, then next season we have a chance of promotion.” 
 
3rd XI 
League Finish: 9th 
 
Another year of disappointment for the 3rd XI. They have been hampered by selection issues involving 
the other two teams, often taking to the field with a lack of balance not having enough specialist batsmen 
or specialist bowlers. Whilst the team was relegated this season there were some encouraging signs that 
we may have started to turn the corner. All the new players that joined this team this season were a 
credit, special mention to Basith Anvardeen, Darren De Silve, Rubab Bahar, Victor Mohsin and 
Trishulkumar Patel for all playing with the right spirit and enthusiasm. Thanks to Wakas Khokker for 
captaining the team, always staying calm and encouraging his team mates.  
 
3rd XI Captain Wakas Khokker: 
 
“This season we started to blood some of our colts into this team and they showed that they can hold their 
own at this level. We look forward to integrating more of the better junior players into this team next year, 
whilst addressing some of the selection issues from this year to ensure that the team takes to the field 
with a fighting chance every week.” 
 
 
And finally, a big thank you to our Club Sponsors: 
 
 

     


